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Abstract
Let aw,B(n) denote the the number of occurences of the word w in the base B expansion
of the non-negative integer n. In this article we generalize the results of Allouche and
Shallit [2] by proving the existence of a finite set Lw,B of pairs (l, cl) where l is a polynomial
with integer coefficients of degree 1 and cl an integer such that:
∑
n≥0
(−1)aw,B(n)
∑
(l,cl)∈Lw,B
clf(l(n)) =
{
0 if w 6= 0j ,
−2 · (−1)aw,B(0)f(0) if w = 0j
where f is any function that verifies certain convergence conditions.
After exponentiating, we recover previous results and obtain new ones such as
∏
n≥1
(
3n+ 1
3n+ 2
)(−1)n
=
2√
3
,
and ∏
n≥1
(
9n+ 7
9n+ 8
)(−1)a21,3(n)
=
8
7
√
3
.
1 Introduction
Let sq(n) denote the sum of digits of the non-negative integer n when written in base q. Woods
and Robbins [7, 8] proved that
∏
n≥0
(
2n+ 1
2n+ 2
)(−1)s2(n)
=
√
2
2
. (1)
Allouche and Shallit [2] looked at the function aw(n), defined as the number of occurrences of
the finite non-empty binary word w in the binary expansion of n. With this notation the s2(n)
in Equation 1 becomes (−1)a1(n). With the following two theorems, they generalized the result
to aw(n) for all w.
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Theorem 1 (Allouche and Shallit [2]). Let w be a string of zeros and ones, and
g = 2|w|−1, h = ⌊v(w)/2⌋,
and let X be a complex number with |X | ≤ 1 and X 6= 1. Then∑
n
Xaw(gn+h)L(2gn+ v(w)) = − 1
1−X ,
where the sum is over n ≥ 1 for w = 0j and n ≥ 0 otherwise.
Theorem 2 (Allouche and Shallit [2]). There is an effectively computable rational function bw(n)
such that, for all X 6= 1 with |X | ≤ 1, we have∑
n
log2(bw(n))X
aw(n) = − 1
1−X , (2)
where the sum is over n ≥ 1 for w = 0j and n ≥ 0 otherwise.
By setting X = −1, w = 1 in equation 2 and exponentiating we rediscover equation 1. Other
values of w give new results; for example,
∏
n≥0
(
(4n+ 2)(8n+ 7)(8n+ 3)(16n+ 10)
(4n+ 3)(8n+ 6)(8n+ 2)(16n+ 11)
)(−1)a1010(n)
=
√
2
2
. (3)
In this article we generalize the results in [2]: our result applies to any base and all functions
that verify certain convergence conditions.
2 Notation
We let N denote the set of non-negative integers. Let B be an integer greater than 1. Let w be a
finite non-empty word over {0, ..., B−1} (that is, w ∈ {0, ..., B−1}∗). Let vB : {0, ..., B−1}∗ → N
be the map that assigns to w its value when interpreted in base B. For example, v2(110) = 6.
Let |w| denote the length of w. For x ∈ {0, ..., B − 1}, let xˆ denote x+ 1 mod B.
Let aw,B(n) count the number of (possibly overlapping) occurrences of the block w in the
expansion of n in base B. For example, a22,3(26) = 2. We use the same convention as in [3] in
the case where w starts with a zero; if w 6= 0j, then in evaluating aw,B(n) we assume that the
expansion of n starts with an arbitrarily long prefix of zeros. Thus a011,2(6) = 1. If w = 0
j,
we use the expansion of n which starts with a non-zero digit. This means in particular that
a0,B(0) = 0.
To simplify notation, we write a(n) instead of (−1)aw,B(n) when there is no confusion.
3 The main result
Our goal in this section is to prove the existence of a finite set Lw,B of pairs (l, cl) where l is a
first degree integer coefficient polynomial and cl an integer such that:
∑
n≥0
(−1)aw,B(n)
∑
(l,cl)∈Lw,B
clf(l(n)) =
{
0 if w 6= 0j ,
−2a(0)f0) if w = 0j
where f is any function verifying certain convergence conditions that will be made precise later.
First we note the following proposition which will be proved in Section 6.
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Proposition 1. Let S(n) =
n−1∑
k=0
a(k), where a(n) = (−1)aw,B(n) and w is a non-empty word
over {0, . . . , B − 1} of length k. Then
|S(n)|


= 1 or 0 if B = 2 and k = 1
≤ 2 · ⌈log3(n)⌉ if B = 3 and k = 1
= O(nα) where α = logV (V − 2) < 1 and V = Bk otherwise.
Remark. By Theorem 3.1 in [4] we know that S(n) is a regular sequence, and Theorem 2.10 from
the same article confirms that there exists a constant c such that S(n) = O(nc).
The following lemma is inspired by the general lemma in [3].
Lemma 1. Let B be an integer, B ≥ 2, let w be a word over {0, . . . , B−1} ending in the symbol
e and let f : N → C be a function such that f(n) = O(nβ) and f(n + 1) − f(n) = O(nβ−1) for
β < 0 if B = 2 or 3 and k = 1, and β < −α otherwise. Then
∑
n≥0
a(n)(f(n)−
B−1∑
j=0
f(Bn+ j)) = 2
∑
m
a(B|w|m+ vB(w))f(B
|w|m+ vB(w)), (4)
where the last summation is taken over m ≥ 0, except when w = 0j, where it is taken over m ≥ 1.
Proof. The convergence of
∑
a(n)f(n) and
∑
a(n)f(Bn + j) is assured by Corollary 1 in
Section 6. Let e belong to {0, . . . , B − 1}.
∑
n≥0
a(n)(f(n)−
B−1∑
j=0
f(Bn+ j))
=
∑
n≥0
B−1∑
j=0
a(Bn+ j)f(Bn+ j)−
∑
n≥0
B−1∑
j=0
a(n)f(Bn+ j)
=
∑
n≥0
a(Bn+ e)f(Bn+ e)−
∑
n≥0
a(n)f(Bn+ e).
If w 6= 0j , one has:
a(Bn+ e) =
{
−a(n) if ∃m ≥ 0 such that n = B|w|−1m+ ⌊ vB(w)B ⌋
a(n) otherwise.
If w = 0j , one has:
a(Bn+ e) =
{
−a(n) if ∃m ≥ 1 such that n = B|w|−1m+ ⌊ vB(w)B ⌋
a(n) otherwise.
Hence
∑
n≥0
a(n)(f(n)−
B−1∑
j=0
f(Bn+ j)) = 2
∑
m
a(B|w|m+ vB(w))f(B
|w|m+ vB(w)),
where the last summation is taken over m ≥ 0, except when w = 0j, where it is taken over
m ≥ 1.
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For example, for w = 11 and B = 2, letting a(n) denote (−1)a11,2(n), we find∑
n≥0
a(n)(f(n)− f(2n)− f(2n+ 1)) = 2
∑
m≥0
a(4m+ 3)f(4m+ 3). (5)
The next step consists of transforming the sum with a(4m + 3) on the right to a sum with
a(m). First, noticing that {4m+ 3|m ∈ N} = {2m+ 1|m ∈ N}\{4m+ 1|m ∈ N}, we split the
sum into two sums. Then, we replace a(4m + 1) by a(m), as 01 is not a suffix of 11. And we
continue like this:
∑
m≥0
a(4m+ 3)f(4m+ 3) =
∑
m≥0
a(2m+ 1)f(2m+ 1)−
∑
m≥0
a(4m+ 1)f(4m+ 1)
=
∑
m≥0
a(2m+ 1)f(2m+ 1)−
∑
m≥0
a(m)f(4m+ 1)
=
∑
m≥0
a(m)f(m)−
∑
m≥0
a(2m)f(2m)−
∑
m≥0
a(m)f(4m+ 1)
=
∑
m≥0
a(m)(f(m)− f(2m)− f(4m+ 1)).
Substituting this in Equation 5, we get∑
n≥0
a(n)(−f(n) + f(2n)− f(2n+ 1) + 2f(4n+ 1)) = 0. (6)
The following lemma describes each step of the process in detail:
Lemma 2. Let w be a non-empty word over {0, . . . , B− 1} of length k, s and t positive integers
such that s ≤ t ≤ |w|, x an integer, and m an integer whose base B expansion is b1b2...bk, with
possible leading zeros.
(A) If b1b2...bs is not a suffix of w, then∑
n≥0
a(Bsn+m)f(Btn+ x) =
∑
n≥0
a(Bs−1n+ vB(b1...bs−1))f(B
tn+ x).
(B) If b1b2...bs is a suffix of w, then∑
n≥0
a(Bsn+m)f(Btn+ x) =
∑
n≥0
a(Bs−1n+ vB(b2...bs))f(B
t−1n+ x− Bt−1b1)
−
∑
b∈{0,...,B−1}\{b1}
∑
n≥0
a(Bs−1n+ vB(bb2...bs−1))f(B
tn+ x+Bt−1(b − b1)).
Proof. To prove (A), we only need to note that if b1b2...bs is not a suffix of w, then aw,B(B
s +
b1b2...bs) = aw,B(B
s−1 + b1b2...bs−1).
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Now suppose that b1b2...bs is a suffix of w:
{(Bs−1n+ vB(b2...bs), Bt−1n+ x−Bt−1b1)|n ∈ N}
=
⋃
b∈{0,...,B−1}
{Bs−1(Bn+ b) + vB(b2...bs), Bt−1(Bn+ b) + x−Bt−1b1)|n ∈ N}
={(Bs−1(Bn+ b1) + vB(b2...bs), Bt−1(Bn+ b1) + x−Bt−1b1)|n ∈ N}∪⋃
b∈{0,...,B−1}\{b1}
{(Bs−1(Bn+ b) + vB(b2...bs), Bt−1(Bn+ b) + x−Bt−1b1)|n ∈ N}
={(Bsn+ vB(b1...bs), Btn+ x)|n ∈ N}∪⋃
b∈{0,...,B−1}\{b1}
{(Bsn+ vB(bb2...bs), Btn+ x+Bt−1(b − b1))|n ∈ N}.
As b1b2...bs is a suffix of w, bb2...bs cannot be a suffix of w for b ∈ {0, . . . , B − 1}\{b1}, therefore
a(Bsn+ vB(bb2...bs)) = a(B
s−1n+ vB(bb2...bs−1)) for b 6= b1, which proves (B).
Iterating the process above to the sum on the right of Equation 4 gives us the desired result:
Theorem 3. Let f : N → C be a function such that f(n) = O(nβ) and f(n+1)−f(n) = O(nβ−1)
for β < 0 if B = 2 or 3 and k = 1, and β < −α otherwise. There exists a a finite set Lw,B of
pairs (l, cl) where l is a polynomial with integer coefficients of degree 1 and cl an integer such
that:
∑
n≥0
(−1)aw,B(n)
∑
(l,cl)∈Lw,B
clf(l(n)) =
{
0 if w 6= 0j,
−2a(0)f(0) if w = 0j.
Proof. First we rewrite Lemma 1 as
∑
n≥0
a(n)(f(n)−
B−1∑
j=0
f(Bn+ j))− 2
∑
m≥0
a(B|w|m+ vB(m))f(B
|w|m+ vB(m))
=
{
0 if w 6= 0j
−2a(0)f(0) if w = 0j .
Then we successively apply Lemma 2 to
∑
m≥0
a(B|w|m + vB(w))f(B
|w|m + vB(w)). We verify
easily that in both cases of Lemma 2, a sum with a(Bsn +m) either becomes one sum or the
sum of B sums with a(Bs−1n + vB(v)) where v is an appropriate word of length s − 1. After
each iteration, the new sums still verify the condition of Lemma 2. In |w| steps we will have
only sums of the form
∑
a(n)f(l(n)), where l is a polynomial with integer coefficients of degree
1.
It can be shown that the set Lw,B is effectively computable using arguments similar to those
found in [1].
Remark. Given a function g : N → C that verifies the convergence condition of Corollary 1, it is
an interesting question to ask if there exists another function f : N → C such that
g(n) = −f(n) + f(2n)− f(2n+ 1) + 2f(4n+ 1) ∀n ∈ N.
It can be easily seen that there exists an infinity of choices for f . If we require f to verify the
convergence condition, this question becomes tricky. Equation 6 tells us that such a function f
exists only if g(0) = − ∑
n≥1
(−1)a11,2(n)g(n), which is not evident to establish otherwise.
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4 Link with previous results
Theorem 3 in this article contains the results in [2] when X in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 is
replaced by −1. In this section we first give an example, then we prove that the two methods
always give the same identities where Theorem 2 applies, that is, for B = 2, and f(n) = L(n)
with L(n) = log2(
n
n+1 ) if n > 0 and L(0) = 0.
Taking for example w = 11, by Theorem 3, we have
∑
n≥1
(−1)a11,2(n) log2
(
(2n+ 1)2
(n+ 1)(4n+ 1)
)
= −1
2
.
After exponentiating we find:
∏
n≥1
(
(2n+ 1)2
(n+ 1)(4n+ 1)
)(−1)a11,2
=
√
2
2
.
This can be obtained alternatively by substituting −1 for X in Theorem 1 and applying susc-
cessively Lemma 4 in [2].
In fact, when we substitute −1 for X in Theorem 1, we get
∑
n
(−1)aw,2(2|w|−1n+⌊v2(w)/2⌋)L(2|w|n+ v2(w)) = −1
2
.
On the other hand, if we apply Lemma 1 to f = L, as L(n) − L(2n) − L(2n+ 1) = log2( nn+1 ·
2n+1
2n · 2n+22n+1 ) = 0 for n ≥ 1, the left side of the identity becomes
−(−1)aw,2(0)L(1) +
∑
n≥1
(−1)aw,2(n)(L(n)− L(2n)− L(2n+ 1)) = 1,
and the right side,
2
∑
n
(−1)aw,2(2|w|+v2(w))f(2|w| + v2(w) = −2
∑
n
(−1)aw,2(2|w|−1+⌊v2(w)/2⌋)f(2|w| + v2(w)).
The identity in Lemma 1 becomes
∑
n
(−1)aw,2(2|w|−1n+⌊v2(w)/2⌋)L(2|w|n+ v2w) = −1
2
.
This is why we always find the same result using the two methods when B = 2 and f = L.
5 Examples
Example 1. Let s(n) = (−1)a1,3(n) = (−1)n. By Lemma 1 we have∑
n≥0
s(n)(f(n)−f(3n)−f(3n+1)−f(3n+2)) = 2
∑
n≥0
s(3n+1)f(3n+1) = −2
∑
n≥0
s(n)f(3n+1)
Therefore, ∑
n≥0
s(n)(f(n)− f(3n) + f(3n+ 1)− f(3n+ 2)) = 0.
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Taking f(n) = 1n for n > 0 and f(0) = 0, we get∑
n≥1
(−1)n
(
2
3n
+
1
3n+ 1
− 1
3n+ 2
)
= −1
2
.
Taking f(n) = L(n), exponentiating and taking the square root, we get
∏
n≥1
(
3n+ 1
3n+ 2
)(−1)n
=
2√
3
.
Another way of obtaining the identity above can be found in [6, Section 4.4].
Example 2. We have proved in the previous section that if B = 2, and f(n) = L(n), we obtain
the same identities as in [2]. But unlike [2], our method applies to bases other than 2 as well.
Taking B = 3 and t(n) = (−1)a21,3(n) we have
∏
n≥1
(
9n+ 7
9n+ 8
)t(n)
=
8
7
√
3
.
This is obtained by applying Lemma 1 and exponentiating:∑
n≥0
t(n)(L(n)− L(3n)− L(3n+ 1)− L(3n+ 2)) = 2
∑
n≥0
t(9n+ 7)L(9n+ 7) = −2
∑
n≥0
t(n)L(9n+ 7).
⇒
∑
n≥0
t(n)(L(n)− L(3n)− L(3n+ 1)− L(3n+ 2) + 2L(9n+ 7)) = 0.
⇒
∑
n≥1
t(n) log2(
9n+ 7
9n+ 8
) =
1
2
∑
n≥1
t(n)(L(n)− L(3n)− L(3n+ 1)− L(3n+ 2) + 2L(9n+ 7))
=
1
2
(L(1) + L(2)− 2L(7)) = 3− log2(7)−
1
2
log2(3).
6 Convergence
It is proved in [2] that for base B = 2, S(n) =
n∑
k=0
a(k) = O(nα) for some α < 1. In this section
we give a proof of a similar result for all bases.
Lemma 3. Let w = w1...wk be a non-empty word over {0, . . . , B − 1} of length k. Let u be a
word over {0, . . . , B − 1} of length l, then there exist words v, v′ over {0, . . . , B − 1} of length k
such that
∀n, a(Bk+ln+BlvB(v) + vB(u)) = −a(Bk+ln+BlvB(v′) + vB(u)),
where a(n) denotes (−1)aw,B(n).
Proof. If no prefix of u is a proper suffix of w, then we can take v = w, and
v′i = wi for i 6= k, and v′k = wˆk
Otherwise let d be the length of the longest prefix of u that is a proper suffix of w. We define v
and v′ as follows:
vi = wˆ1 for i = 1, ..., d; vi = wi−d for d < i ≤ k,
v′i = v
1
i for i 6= k, and v′k = vˆk.
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Lemma 4. Let w be a non-empty word over {0, . . . , B − 1} of length k and a(n) = (−1)aw,B(n).
Let b0(n) = a(n), bi(n) =
Bk−1∑
j=0
bi−1(B
kn+ j) =
Bki−1∑
j=0
a(Bkin+ j), then
|bi(n)| ≤ (Bk − 2)i for i ≥ 1.
Proof. Let us prove a stronger assertion: for all i ≥ 1, there exists a subset Si of [0, Bki − 1] of
cardinality (Bk − 2)i such that for all n, bi(n) =
∑
j∈Si
a(Bkin+ j).
For i = 1, b1(n) =
Bk−1∑
j=0
a(Bkn + j). By the previous lemma, there exist j1, j2 with 0 ≤
j1, j2 < B
k such that for all n, a(Bkn + j1) = −a(Bkn + j2). Thus we can define S1 as
[0, Bk − 1]\{j1, j2} and
b1(n) =
∑
j∈S1
a(Bkn+ j).
Suppose that the assertion has been proved for i, let us prove that it is also true for i + 1. By
the induction hypothesis,
bi(n) =
∑
j∈Si
a(Bkin+ j), where Si is a subset of [0, B
ki − 1] of cardinality (Bk − 2)i.
Therefore
bi+1(n) =
Bk−1∑
m=0
bi(B
kn+m)
=
Bk−1∑
m=0
∑
j∈Si
a(Bki(Bkn+m) + j)
=
∑
j∈Si
Bk−1∑
m=0
a(Bki+kn+Bkim+ j).
Again, by the previous lemma, for each j in the first sum there exist mj,1,mj,2 such that for all
n, a(Bki+kn + Bkimj,1 + j) = −a(Bki+kn + Bkimj,2 + j). Thus in the inner sum there are at
most Bk − 2 terms, which proves the existence of a subset Si+1 of [0, Bk(i+1) − 1] of cardinality
(Bk − 2)(i+1) such that bi+1(n) =
∑
j∈Si+1
a(Bk(i+1)n+ j).
Before proving the Proposition stated at the beginning of Section 3, we illustrate with an
example the first step of the proof, which consists of decomposing S(n) into blocks of bi. Take
B = 3, |w| = 2 and n = 200. First we write n in base B|w| = 9: n = 2 · 92 + 4 · 91 + 2 · 90.
S(n) = b2(0) + b2(1) + b1(18) + b1(19) + b1(20) + b1(21) + b0(198) + b0(199). By Lemma 4,
|S(n)| ≤ 2 · 72 + 4 · 71 + 2 · 70.
Proof of Proposition 1. We write n in base V : n = nfV
f + nf−1V
f−1 + ... + n1V + n0, where
0 ≤ ni < V for i = 0, ..., f and nf 6= 0. We have n ≥ V f , and therefore f ≤ logV (n). On the
other hand, by the previous lemma,
|S(n)| ≤ nf (V − 2)f + nf−1(V − 2)f−1 + ...+ n1(V − 2) + n0.
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If B = 2 and k = 1, then V = 0 and |S(n)| = n0. If B = 3 and k = 1, then |S(n)| ≤ nf+...+n0 ≤
2 · ⌈log3(n)⌉. Otherwise, we have
|S(n)| ≤ (V − 1)((V − 2)f + (V − 2)f−1 + ...+ (V − 2) + 1)
< (V − 1) · 2(V − 2)f
≤ 2(V − 1)(V − 2)logV (n)
= 2(V − 1)nlogV (V−2)
= O(nlogV (V−2)).
We recall that a(n) denotes (−1)aw,B(n) and α = logB|w|(B|w| − 2) for (B, |w|) 6= (2, 1) or
(3, 1).
Corollary 1. Let f : N → C be a function such that f(n) = O(nβ) and f(n+1)−f(n) = O(nβ−1)
for β < 0 if B = 2 or 3 and k = 1, and β < −α otherwise, then the series ∑ a(n)f(n) converges.
Proof. The result is immediate when we use the formula of summation by parts. We define
S(n) =
n∑
k=0
a(k) and T (n) =
n∑
k=0
a(k)f(k).
Then
T (n) = f(n)S(n) +
n−1∑
k=0
S(k)(f(k + 1)− f(k)).
If B = 2 and |w| = 1, T (n) converges as S(n) = O(1).
If B = 3 and |w| = 1, T (n) converges as S(n) = O(log(n)).
Otherwise f(n)S(n) = O(nα+β) and S(k)(f(k + 1)− f(k)) = O(kα+β−1), and limn→∞ T (n)
exists.
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